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Mutant Year Zero: Road to Eden is a tactical adventure game combining turn-based combat with real-time exploration, story,
stealth, and strategy.

Explore a post-human Earth where mankind has been eradicated by climate change, nuclear war, and pandemics. Will your team
of mutants survive the Zone?

TACTICAL STRATEGY EVOLVED

Jump between real-time exploration and a deep, tactical combat system at will.

EXPLORE A POST-HUMAN EARTH
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Journey through a world of abandoned cities and an overgrown countryside as you unravel the story of what happened to our
earth.

CONTROL A TEAM OF MUTANTS

Talking animals and other mutants – these aren't your typical heroes!

MASTER THE STEALTHY APPROACH

Real-time stealth allows you to sneak into enemy camps set up ambushes.

UNLOCK MUTATIONS

Shape your characters by giving them unique mutations such as Stoneskin, Moth Wings, Hog Rush or Corpse Eater.

DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENTS

Stay out of floodlights, hide from line of sight, or just blast down walls and create havoc!
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Title: Mutant Year Zero: Road to Eden - Fan Edition Content
Genre: Adventure, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
The Bearded Ladies
Publisher:
Funcom
Release Date: 4 Dec, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64 Bit/ Windows 8 64 Bit/ Windows 10 64 Bit

Processor: Intel Core i5-760 / AMD Phenom II X4 965

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVidia GTX 580 / AMD Radeon HD 7870

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 8 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Polish,Russian,Simplified Chinese
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8.5\/10 Recommended

Warning Minor Spoilers

The Tale of a Timeless Tome is a new story dlc for Ni no Kuni II that gives new story to the main plot line but mostly fills in the
plot blanks left in by the main story, after fully completing the dlc ill give some Pro's and Con's.

Pro's:
- A new story to undertake involving the Nightmares that have invaded the memories and dreams of the people and it's up to you
to stop them, bit cliche but there you go.
- Unanswered story plot lines left blank in the main games story are now answered in this dlc such as, Roland's son, Ferdinand's
abilities, and where tainted monsters come from to just name a few.
- New weapons and armor with new legendary class weapons and armor as well.
- Dlc is intertwined with the main game "basically it starts early and progresses as you go through the main game and ends after
you beat the main game so it's still end game dlc".
- New high level Colosseum added to the game called the Solosseum Slog.
- Two new ways to play the combat in the game called Martial Methods, one being able to use spells like in the original Ni no
Kuni game, and the other focusing on using the Higgledies in a unique summoner type of class.
- Level cap raised over 135+ "level 135 is the level of the final story boss of this dlc"

Con's:
- No voice acting whatsoever which is odd considering it's a story dlc, regardless all dialogue must be read.
- Many reused assets, while there are new assets the majority of the dlc reuses assets, dungeon's, forests's, monsters etc from the
main game.
- Leveling up past 100+ is overly grindy, "even with double in game exp boosts it still took quite a while to reach level 135".
- No new outfits to be had here at least none that i was able to find.
- Still no new game+ -.-, didn't add this to the overall score just saying lol.

Overall the dlc is a fun and exciting experience with new story, answered questions about the main game and new game
mechanics giving the game some much needed replay value, and if your a fan of the game and want more then this is the dlc for
you, it's definitely worth the 15 dollars.. This game is being sold on its puzzle solving and atmosphere. And yes it does have a
good atmosphere and yes there is some puzzle solving, so of which is interesting and different from what I've seen in the past.
HOWEVER, the thing not clear in the trailers etc, is the "platformer" nature of the game. What do I mean? Jumping puzzles.
Timing runs through areas. And so on. I quit the game early on because I don't like jumping and timing runs, etc. I was very
agrivated when it became clear this was going to be a staple of the game.

Now, all of that said, if you like timed runs and jumping puzzles then this might be somethng to look at. The game trades on
fear, especially fear of things in the dark. It does an excelent job of it. Its got a really well put together hellscape feel and I can't
say the moster I did see didn't make me jump, it did. This game is a find the next key type afair as well, so you'll be hunting
through buildings and rooms liking for the next key\/clue. If none of that turns you off then you will probably want to check this
one out.. Not really thrilled with the designs for this pack. Odin looks more like Gandalf from Lord of the Rings and has a wolf
with him? The animals most closely tied to Odin in Norse Myths are his Ravens, Hugin and Munin, and his 8-legged horse,
Sleipnir. It looks like Tyr has both of his hands, when he's best known for sacrifcing one of his hands to the Fenris Wolf so they
could chain him. The desing for Thor is okay, but I'm not a fan of the design for Loki. It's called Loki's cunning and it's just a
not all that great designed Loki, crouching. He doesn' t look all that cunning. The only one I like is the initial design of Freya's
Blessing. And since each cost 50,000 Euros in game, I'm unlikely to use any of them.. NOTE: Not all of the music in the Visual
Novels are included.

That said, it's definitely worth 5USD. The sound quality is amazing, and I listen to this pretty much any time I'm in my car. I do
wish I could buy the rest of the soundtrack, though.... Do not even work. Where to start here...i'm old enough to have played
Kick Off (Super Kick Off on the Master System but also KO2 on WinUAE) as well as Sensible Soccer in various versions and i
wonder: Why does this get compared to those games?
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I bought this game quite a while ago, the updates are rare and the gameplay just isn't even up to Kick Off 2 levels, let alone
Sensible Soccer where you had full control of your team, could set up formations and had to juggle players to avoid the dreaded
red X and hoping to get a green mark which. This is not available here, the only thing you have is a basic formation option like
3-3-2, 4-4-2, 4-4-2 diamond, 5-3-2 and the likes but you can't chose your players. There are no substituions either and
apparently every team just has 11 players with skills you never see.

The gameplay is very basic on the likes as, as the store page correctly says Microprose Soccer or Tekhan Soccer, nothing fancy,
you can't do headers or bicycle kicks. Shooting in high passes to the penalty arey results in some weird shots.
If i had to make a comparison, and i really played a ton of football games (and my faves are still ISS Deluxe, Super Sidekicks 3,
Action Soccer, the Nekketsu games on the NES and the few good FIFAs and PESs in between) this really reminds me of World
Cup Italia '90 on the Mega Drive\/Genesis, though even there players at least could do bicycle kicks and you were able to
control the goalie.

The only gamemodes are friendly match, a season (ends after 1, no cups, nothing) and challenge which is some leaderboard
stuff, you play against the CPU which gets better game after game until you lose, you get a score, that's it)

The graphics are basic and they don't have the cuteness Sensible Soccer (or some of its clones like Football Glory\/Fussball
Total from CroTeam) has nor does it look good. You also never see any crowd or the stadium, let alone gags like, again Football
Glory had, like the streakers, or a dog chasing the refeere or things like that.
Sound is sparse.
You can change the controls at least but again, the buttons in the menus don't change if you use a gamepad. I changed the
controls so shooting is X, Passing is A but while the buttons do their functions, i still get shown B for leaving a menus (which is
now mapped on X) which is really amateur.

Honestly, instead of getting this, get Sensible World of Soccer 96\/97 on gog for half the price, it's still way more awesome, has
a manager mode, tons more teams, tons more playmodes, better gameplay, there's a reason why that game still gets season
updates from the community.. Amazing game. What a great mission to end the Deathstorm DLC for Sniper Elite 4, It's also the
only time the player is deployed in Germany.
I have to say that Sniper Elite 4 does stealth better than most games that make an attempt to. The level design is top notch,
enemy forces are substantial, they even throw in a new weapon exclusive to this mission. Grab a friend and play through the
Deathstorm DLC, it's worth every penny if you purchase the Sniper Elite 4 deluxe edition.
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Played for 5h and am still getting new endings and story. This game is brilliant.. i didnt see that its only for vive when i bought it
so i had a few issues bc i use the rift, but... if you open rift menu ingame and reset your veiw, lay down on the floor with the
headset as low as you can get it and then when you get back up in the game you will be able to play, i dont understand it bc its
for vive and not rift but yeah, on rift when you do the game it shows you under th platform and like your floating,

besides all that its an awesome vr testing game to get the full feel of your hights fear, 10-10 game for the price. looks fun but
every time i play i cant move or it says theres no servers when my friend created one beside me. Pros:
- Great visuals
- awesome music and atmosphere
- challenging levels
- interesting gameplay
Cons:
- Some game mechanics have issues and not very fun (playing as crab is annoying)
- When you have to control two players at one time you can't use only controller and it is quite frustrating

Overall a very good game with few small issues. Well worth the price. This game hurts, and pretty much. In just 50 minutes this
game made me so angry I almost threw my gamepad over my room and before that I almost crushed it into oblivion ( what a
great times ).
Have you ever played any hard game to beat? Well, this game is hard but not on the same level as Dark souls ( you can roll in
this game \u2665 ). For me it's difficult, but others may laugh at this difficulity. Of course, it depends on an individual.

It's 2D game with just one goal... to anger you. No tutorial no intro, none help, immediately puts you into action and you have
only one life. Got killed by peasent with pitchfork beacuse you were too slow to block his attack? Who cares, it's your fault so
get back to start and GIT GUT.

Game has different types of enemies - peasents with pitchfork, animals, armored knights with good equipment and even bosses,
etc. Simply, everything is against you. Almost every attack can be blocked, except animals that would run you over even in IRL.
But there is an advantage. Everything is scripted and nothing is randomly generated, that's good thing. More times you die, you
can better memorise every action they do, counter them and make some progress.

Gameplay is fun, at the beginning you might get upset but longer you play, better it gets. You'll be happy with every enemy
killed without losing health. Every succesful block you did and how far you got.

Gameplay is repetitive - move foward, block enemy's attack, kill him in one swing, move foward, do a roll back, block enemy's
attack and again kill him in one swing ( except mini bosses and bosses). Simple mechanics, nothing difficult. When you beat the
game you get the option to start game again but with a slight difference. You can start game with NG and\/or NG+. So that
makes up to 3 playthroughs, I guess.

Game has 2 different mode types:
1 - Story mode \u2192 linear gameplay, must finish all levels
2 - Endless fighter mode \u2192 fighting waves of enemies, get highest score possible

Graphics.. it's beatiful. The background, animations, all the detailes and soundtrack, when all put together it makes this a great
Artwork. I love 2D games beacuse they're "simple" but so beatiful, with it's own charm.

Soundtrack is also nice, relaxing with medieval theme. Nothing special, just a music that fits the medieval scene and 2D music.

You can play with keyboard or gamepad. But I recommend you to play with gamepad.
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